
It's Summer 2023 - you're in the comfort of your home (or perhaps a summer enrichment program), and you've just
been invited to participate in the largest CSDE X FinTron Summer Enrichment Challenge - an interactive, fully
outfitted simulated stock market game, wherein you'll be granted $100,000 in simulated cash to invest in over 2,000
"stocks" and "ETFs". You, yes you, can compete against rival schools, and participants in an exhilarating summer-
long challenge. The individual or team that achieves the highest investment gain by the end of the summer will be
awarded the prestigious grand scholarship prize!

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS? 

THE INTERNSHIP & PRIZES 

WWW.FINTRONU.COM

WHY THE CSDE X FINTRON CHALLENGE?
An Emphasis on Relevancy - With over 1,000
engaging modules updated monthly, we provide
best-in-class content in bite-sized pieces, making
student engagement that much easier. 

Dual Enrollment Qualified - Expose accredited
courses and provide students the opportunity to
attain tangible credits toward their future academic
journeys. 

Experiential - simulated investing, interactive
budgeting tools, research capabilities, and a
personalized resume builder - drive home content
retention through incentivizing features. 

Get ready for exciting opportunities ahead - high school students like you will have the chance to
compete for amazing rewards, including a scholarship prize, Amazon gift cards, and an immersive
internship experience at our headquarters in downtown Stamford, CT.

"We're on a mission to make personal finance, financial literacy, career readiness - all of it - Accessible, Understandable, and Doable" 

Connected Fields of Study - Stimulate critical
thinking, creativity, and problem-solving by
breaking down traditional barriers and opening
doors to holistic learning methods.

Prizes Include:

$500 Cash Prize for 1st Place   

$50 Amazon Gift Card for 2nd Place

Mock Interview Opportunity

Shadow Opportunity at FinTron

$25 Amazon Gift Card for 3rd Place Internship Opportunity at FinTron 

GETTING STARTED | BEFORE THE CHALLENGE

The Endeavor Once you've successfully signed up, click on "Gaming" located at the top of your screen, and
choose 'Join Contest'. Enter the Summer Enrichment Challenge with the following credentials:
                                             Contest Name: CSDE X FINTRON 
                                             Contest Password: csdeisthebest

The Sign Up We're starting early - navigate to fintronu.com. Click on "Sign Up" located at the top right of
your screen and choose 'Sign Up - Student'. Complete the signup process, verify your email, and
you'll be one step closer to your chance at achieving "Top Dog" status. 

The 1 Rule Explore the powerful tools that you'll be equipped with during the Challenge, diversify your
portfolio, and remember to do your research prior to the commencement of the event date - July
17  (Step-by-step visual instructions may be found here

Adam@fintron.co
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How-To Instructions)

https://xd.adobe.com/view/bd75697b-2e98-4b11-ba9a-86473546ed02-e826/screen/9430eac6-ea15-4286-a25a-53ec10b876d5?fullscreen

